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Frequency-selective surfaces (FSSs) have attracted the attention of many researchers and different methods have been 
developed to analyze different types of FSS structures. One of the typical FFSs is rings printed on a dielectric substrate. In 
this study, the arrays of three-concentric conducting rings printed on an isotropic chiral slab are investigated and 
transmission/reflection characteristics are presented. The analysis used is based on the Modal Analysis and Method of 
Moments combined with the Floquet Theorem. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSSs), which are 

periodic structures that provide different characteristics 
over different frequency bands, have been the subject of 
extensive study over the last decades [1-2] and they find 
wide applications in satellite communication systems and 
fi lters in microwaves and optics. Typically, an FSS 
consists of periodically arranged metallic patch elements 
on a dielectric substrate or aperture elements within a 
metallic screen. Such structure shows total reflection or 
transmission in the resonance region. Some of the factors 
that affect the performance and behavior of a single screen 
FSS can be counted as  the geometry of the FSS element, 
permittivity of the FSS slab, period of the FSS array, 
conductivity of the FSS conductor, angle of incidence and 
polarization of the incoming wave. Typical applications of 
FSSs include dual-band [2] and triple-band [3] antennas, 
reflector antennas [4], radoms [5], absorbers [6] and 
polarizers [7].  

Chiral  media  have also received  considerable  
attention  in  recent  years due to its  potential  applications 
in  the  fields  of  electromagnetics  and  microwaves. A  
linearly  polarized  wave  incident  on  a  chiral slab  splits 
into  two circularly  polarized waves, left  and  right,  with  
phase velocities different  from  each  other. The  two 
circularly  polarized waves  combine  and a  linearly  
polarized  wave, whose  plane of polarization is rotated 
with respect to plane of polarization of the  incident  plane 
wave, emerge  behind  the chiral  slab. The amount of the 
rotation  or  attenuation  depends on  the distance traveled 
in the medium and on  the  difference between  the  two 
wave numbers, which  is  an  indication  of  the degree of  
chirality  given  by ξ. The propagation  of  electromagnetic 
waves  through  an infinite  slab  of  chiral  medium  is 
formulated  in [8] for  oblique  incidence  and  solved  
analytically for the case  of  normal   incidence.  Different 
applications of isotropic chiral materials in microwave and 
antenna engineering can be found in literature, as in 
chirowaveguides, microstrip structures, periodic achiral-

chiral interfaces, anti-reflection coatings and FSSs [9-10]. 
Experimental investigations on arrays of elements of 
different shapes like Jerusalem cross, circular ring, the 
square loop have been carried out earlier [11-12]. Despite 
the many years of FSS research, new designs sti ll appear 
and no doubt will  continue to do so. During recent years 
we have witnessed the examination of dielectric slabs in 
FSSs through their replacement by isotropic chiral [13-14], 
anisotropic [15-16] and uniaxial chiral slabs [17]. Circular 
geometries have also proved to be useful FSS elements 
[18]. They can be used as dual polarized FSS elements. A 
model analysis of a single screen FSS with two ring patch 
element was presented by Parker et al. [19] on a dielectric 
substrate. The analysis of single circular rings on isotropic 
chiral slabs is given by [13]. Two-concentric rings on 
isotropic chiral slabs has been  sent by the authors of this 
paper to a journal  for consideration for publication but to 
the best of our knowledge, there is no study of three-
concentric rings on isotropic chiral slabs.  

This paper presents the results obtained in a 
theoretical investigation of the scattering by an FSS 
consisting of an infinite array of three-concentric rings 
arranged in a doubly periodic grid on a chiral slab, as 
shown in Fig. 1. The motivation behind this work is that 
the three-concentric rings is an original approach to the 
conception of multiple resonant frequency bands. In 
addition to this, introduction of chirality to the backing 
dielectric slab in three-concentric rings structure offers an 
extra design parameter which can be exploited to improve 
the spectral characteristics of the FSS. The numerical 
results of transmission characteristics of an isotropic chiral 
slab with three-concentric rings on it are presented. A full-
wave analysis for the problem of scattering by Chiro-FSS 
is presented by Koca and Ege in detail [14]. The analysis 
is based on the Modal Analysis and Method of Moments 
combined with the Floquet Theorem. In their paper, 
numerical results of reflection and transmission 
characteristics of Chiro-FSSs with cross dipoles, circular 
rings and rectangular plates are presented for normal 
incidence.  
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2. Theory 
 
An isotropic, homogeneous, lossless and  source free 

chiral medium can  be  described  electromagnetically  
(assuming  ejwt  time dependence)  by  the  constitutive  
relations, 
 

BED ξ−ε= j                                    (1a) 

BEH )/1(j cµ+ξ−=                         (1b)  
 
where ξ is the chirality admittance, and � c and � c are the 
permittivity and permeability of the isotropic chiral 
medium, respectively. In this study all the constitutive 
parameters are assumed to be real quantities, as in [21-23]. 
Using equations  (1a) and  (1b) together  with  the  time 
harmonic   Maxwell’s  equations  for  a  source  free 
isotropic chiral medium one  can  obtain  the  chiral   
Helmholtz  equation  as  
 

02 2 =−×∇−×∇×∇ EEE ccc εµωξωµ      (2a) 

02 2 =−×∇−×∇×∇ HHH ccc εµωξωµ    (2b) 
From these equations it is found that propagating 
eigenmodes within such media consists of two circularly 
polarized waves with characteristic wave numbers, 
        

2)(2
 ξωµck
����k cR ++=                 (3a) 

2)(2
 ξωµck
����k cL ++−=   (3b) 

where kR and kL are real quantities for propagating waves. 
Hence the chiral medium allows double mode propagation 
as left hand circularly polarized (LCP) and right hand 
circularly polarized (RCP) waves with  different  phase  

velocities of LL k/	
 =   and  RR k/�� = , 
respectively. The relation between the electric and 
magnetic fields can be written as, 
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Three concentric rings are placed periodically on the 
x-y plane, as shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed to be infinitely 
thin and a perfect conductor. Due to the periodicity of the 
problem the fields are expanded into Floquet modes in the 
air and chiral regions. The amplitude coefficients of the 
right and left circularly polarized scattered waves traveling 
in the forward and backward directions in the three regions 
can be expressed in terms of the induced current density 
J(x,y) on the conducting element of a single unit cell by 
using the following boundary conditions; 

i. tangential electric and magnetic fields are 
continuous at z = d. 

ii. tangential electric field is continuous at z = 0. 

i ii. tangential magnetic field is discontinuous at 
z = 0 by an amount equal to J (x,y). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Geometry of three dimensional arrays of thin conducting 

three-concentric rings. 
 
 

These boundary conditions combined with the Floquet 
modes orthogonality condition over a single periodic unit 
cell lead to a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind 
for the unknown current density induced on the metall ic 
part of the three concentric rings by the incident plane 
wave. This integral equation can be solved using the 
moments method as follows: To obtain a formulation of 
the problem suitable for numerical computations it is 
necessary to reduce the integral equation to a matrix 
equation which may be solved by matrix inversion. For 
this, as used in [14], the unknown current density on the 
rings along the circumference is first expressed as a finite 
sum of orthogonal sine and cosine functions with 
undetermined coefficients:  
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where �  is the angular position of a point on the 
circumference of a ring centered at the origin. 

The integral equation is then transformed into matrix 
equation by enforcing the boundary condition where the 
total electric field is zero on the rings using Galerkin’s 
testing procedure. A complex matrix inversion program is 
implemented to obtain the solutions of the resulting matrix 
equation. The transmission and reflection coefficients can 
be computed in a straightforward manner. 
 
 

3. Numerical results 
 
In this section, the curves of the 

transmission/reflection coefficients versus frequency are 
shown for the FSSs on isotropic chiral layers. To verify 
the accuracy of the computed results, the characteristics 
given for free-standing FSSs in li terature are compared 
with the results obtained from our program running with 
zero chiral admittance [18-20]. As expected, the 
agreement between these results and the values given in 
li terature is very good both for single ring and two-
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concentric rings. Convergence of the numerical results has 
been studied by varying the number of current terms and 
Floquet harmonics. For all figures we assumed that the 
magnetic vector is parallel to the plane of the FSS (TM 
incidence). Consider an infinite array of free-standing 
circular rings which are arranged in a square lattice with 
d1=d2=10 mm. The inner and outer radii of the single ring 
are Ri1 = 2.65 mm and Ro2 = 3.35 mm, respectively.  Fig. 2 
shows the variation of the TM transmission coefficient 
with frequency. As seen, there exists one resonant 
frequency for the free-standing single ring and this 
frequency, fR, is approximately equal to c / [2�  (Ri + 
0.5w)], where R i is its inner radius and w is its width [11]. 
When the number is increased to two-concentric rings, 
similar to the geometry of Fig. 1, our expectation wil l be 
two resonant frequencies at two different points, as seen in 
Fig. 2. Again the elements are centered on a square lattice 
of side d1 = d2 =10 mm. The inner and outer radii of the 
inner ring are Ri1 = 2.65 mm and Ro1 = 3.35 mm, 
respectively. Similarly, the inner and outer radii of the 
outer ring are Ri2 = 3.7 mm and Ro2 = 4.7 mm, 
respectively. When the number of rings is increased to 
three, with the geometry of Fig. 1, one will expect three 
resonant frequencies at three different points, as seen again 
in Fig. 2. Again the elements are centered on a square 
lattice of side d1 = d2 =10 mm. The inner and outer radii of 
the two inner rings are the same as above two-concentric 
rings.  Similarly, the inner and outer radii of the outer ring 
are Ri3 = 5.7 mm and Ro3 = 6.7 mm, respectively. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. TM transmission coefficient for one-, two- and 
three-concentric free-standing rings.  (Ri1 = 0.265 cm, 
Ro1 = 0.335 cm, Ri2 = 0.37 cm, Ro2 = 0.47 cm,                  
Ri3 = 0.57 cm, Ro3 = 0.67 cm, d1 =  d2 = 1.0  cm, 

�
=00,  

                                lattice angle=900). 
 
 

Next, these three-concentric ring arrays of square 
lattice geometry are considered on a 0.2 cm thick dielectric 
substrate with relative permittivity  � r  = 1.06.  The  authors  

of this study wish to observe the behaviors of three-
concentring rings located on a chiral slab. Fig. 3 illustrates 
the transmission coefficient variances of three concentric-
rings for free-standing and chiral slabs of two different 
chirality admittances. As wil l be seen from the same 
figure, increasing the chirality admittance shifts lower 
resonant frequency to the left. The middle resonant 
frequency is stable up to 0.0025 mho chirality admittance 
but we have third resonance around 23 GHz only for the 
highest chirality admittance for the given range of 
frequency. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. TM transmission coefficient for Chiro-FSS with 
three-concentric rings (d=0.2, � r =1.06, Ri1=0.265 cm, 
Ro1=0.335 cm, Ri2=0.37 cm, Ro2=0.47 cm, Ri3 = 0.57 cm, 
Ro3 = 0.67 cm, d1 =d2=1.0 cm, 

�
=00, lattice angle=900)   

 a:  Free-standing b:  �  = 0.0012 mho c: �  = 0.0025 mho. 
 
 

Figs. 4 and 5 give a comparison of the calculated 
reflection and transmission coefficients for a two 
dimensional periodic array of   three-concentric rings on a 
2 mm thick dielectric ( � r=1 and � =0), chiral slab with 
(0.0012 mho) and chiral slab with (0.0025 mho), which 
match the values used for Fig. 3. These results are 
obtained for the same array of three-concentric conducting 
rings as given in Fig. 3, but this time arranged in a 
triangular spacing with lattice angle 600 when the array is 
il luminated by a normally incident TM (co-polar) plane 
wave. As can be seen from Figs. 4 and 5, the reflected 
wave from Chiro-FSS has only co-polar component 
whereas due to the introduction of chiral material the 
transmitted wave has both co-polar (TM) and cross-polar 
(TE) components even at normal incidence. As seen in 
both figures, as the chirality admittance is increased, 
resonance frequency shi fts to the lower frequencies. In      
Fig. 5, polarization conversion can also be observed for 
the transmitted fields from the Chiro-FSS. TM wave 
incident on a Chiro-FSS is converted into either TM or TE 
wave with total transmission in air on the other side.  
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Fig. 4. TM reflection coefficient for Chiro-FSS with 
three-concentric rings. (d=0.2, � r=1.06, Ri1= 0.265cm, 
Ro1 = 0.335cm, Ri2 = 0.37cm, Ro2 = 0.47cm,                       
Ri3 = 0.57cm, Ro3=0.67cm, d1=d2=1.0cm, 

�
=00,  

lattice angle=600)  a: Free-standing  b: �  = 0.0012mho 
                               c: �  = 0.0025mho. 

 

 
Fig. 5. TM transmission coefficient for Chiro-FSS with 
three-concentric rings. (d=0.2, � r =1.06, Ri1 
Ri1=0.265cm, Ro1=0.335cm, Ri2=0.37cm, Ro2=0.47cm, 
Ri3=0.57cm, Ro3=0.67cm, d1=d2=1.0cm, 

�
=00, lattice 

angle=600) a: Free-standing b:  co-polar                           
( �  = 0.0012 mho) c: cross-polar ( �  = 0.0012 mho) d:  co-
polar ( �  = 0.0025mho) e:  cross-polar  ( �  = 0.0025mho). 

 
 

4. Conclusion   
 

The transmission coefficients of the arrays of three-
concentric conducting rings printed on an isotropic chiral 
slab are presented for different chirality parameters. As 
expected, three-concentric rings on a dielectric substrate 
produced three resonant frequencies. Replacing dielectric 
substrate with a proper isotropic chiral slab shifted 
resonant frequencies to the left, which indicates a strong 
possibili ty of increase in the number of resonant 
frequencies in a certain range of frequency.  

The dielectric or chiral slab support affects the 
transmission response by lowering the resonant frequency 
and altering the bandwidths. It is observed that the 

transmission coefficients of FSS with chiral slab are very 
much similar to those of the FSS with dielectric slab if the 
chirality admittance is small. Results indicate that Chiro-
FSS provides a full reflection over multiple resonant 
frequency bands. Furthermore, the bandwidths associated 
with these multiple resonances are observed to be 
narrower than that of a free-standing FSS. Another 
important outcome of the study is that polarization 
conversion is possible for the transmitted fields from the 
Chiro-FSS. In other words, TM wave incident on a Chiro-
FSS can be converted into either TM or TE wave with 
total transmission in air on the other side.  
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